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HELP MARCIN GET BACK ON TRACK!!! 

Marcin is 19 years old. He is a student of the final class of the Secondary 

Technical School, likes cooking and is interested in Astronomy. He has always 

wanted to continue learning, to be independent and get an interesting job in 

the future…These were the aspirations of a young man whose life started to 

gain momentum when the tragedy happened. On 1 November 2018 Marcin’s 

life and all his plans got dashed in a second. The car accident he was involved 

in as a passenger changed his and his family life. That was the moment the 

ongoing fight for life and recovery began. 

Marcin has got seriously injured: traumatic brain injury, brain swelling, skull 

and face damage, lost vision in his right eye and his right femur got broken. 

He had many complex, life saving surgeries and was in coma for nearly 3 

weeks. His future health status was a big question mark for the doctors but 

Marcin did not give up. 

Today he is conscious, has got left hemiparesis, is blind in right eye and his 

right leg is still recovering after the surgery. He is continuously fighting for a better health and future. He knows he has 

life ahead of him! Marcin requires complex and constant medical care and rehabilitation to be able to walk, talk and to 

learn how to live once again. He recently started to work with physiotherapists and the progress is visible. This gives 

him and his family great hope that the work which is being done every day will bring positive effects. Marcin knows that 

there is still a lot to do and he can’t give up. 

He is not alone on this battlefield, all his family is supporting him by being close, thinking positively and praying. Marcin 

is young and tries to be strong but without other people's help the road to recovery and normal, independent life is very 

hard and complicated. Fast, intense and very expensive rehabilitation is needed. The costs significantly exceed family 

budget that’s why Marcin and his family ask you for help. Please become Marcin's Angel. Thank you! 

Marcin is supported by “Forani” Foundation and a special bank account has been created for him. Every little helps. 

PL 34 1750 0012 0000 0000 2886 8146 
SWIFT:  Raiffeisen Bank Polska to RCBWPLPW, IBAN: PL 

IMPORTANT!  
Please write in the title:  

„DAROWIZNA Marcin Karwacki” 

If you work in Poland you can also help Marcin by donating  of your tax.  
Fill in the PIT form and update all needed information:  

KRS Number of Forani Foundation: 0000420954 and  

ATTENTION!!! In THE ADDITIONAL INROFMATION field please sign in as „SPECIFIC DONATION 1%” („CEL 

SZCZEGÓŁOWY 1%”): Pomoc Marcin Karwacki 

Thank you! 


